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A critical need exists among coastal researchers and policy-makers for a precise method to obtain shoreline
positions from historical maps and aerial photographs. A number of methods that vary widely in approach
and accuracy have been developed to meet this need. None of the existing methods, however, address
the entire range of cartographic and photogrammetric techniques required for accurate coastal mapping.
Thus, their application to many typical shoreline mapping problems is limited. In addition, no shoreline
mapping technique provides an adequate basis for quantifying the many errors inherent in shoreline
mapping using maps and air photos. As a result, current assessments of errors in air photo mapping
techniques generally (and falsely) assume that errors in shoreline positions are represented by the sum
of a series of worst-case assumptions about digitizer operator resolution and ground control accuracy.
These assessments also ignore altogether other errors that commonly approach ground distances of
10m.

This paper provides a conceptual and analytical framework for improved methods of extracting geo
graphic data from maps and aerial photographs. We also present a new approach to shoreline mapping
using air photos that revises and extends a number of photogrammetric techniques. These techniques
include (1) developing spatially and temporally overlapping control networks for large groups of photos;
(2) digitizing air photos for use in shoreline mapping; (3) preprocessing digitized photos to remove lens
distortion and film deformation effects; (4) simultaneous aerotriangulation of large groups of spatially
and temporally overlapping photos; and (5) using a single-ray intersection technique to determine geo
graphic shoreline coordinates and express the horizontal and vertical error associated with a given digitized
shoreline.

As long as historical maps and air photos are used in studies of shoreline change, there will be a
considerable amount of error (on the order of several meters) present in shoreline position and rate-of
change calculations. The techniques presented in this paper, however, provide a means to reduce and
quantify these errors so that realistic assessments of the technological noise (as opposed to geological
noise) in geographic shoreline positions can be made.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Aerial photography, cartography, coastal erosion, photogrammetry,
shoreline change.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is the first of two in which we discuss
principles of historical shoreline mapping and their
application. In this paper, we present cartograph
ic and photogrammetric techniques that can be
used to determine geographic shoreline positions
from maps and aerial photographs. The second
paper (THIELER and DANFORTH, 1994, this vol
ume) presents the application of a new approach
to historical shoreline mapping we have devel
oped based on the techniques presented here.

As shoreline mapping has come into increased
use as both a scientific and management tool, a
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critical need has developed among coastal re
searchers and policy-makers for a widely appli
cable, accurate method to obtain shoreline posi
tion data. Historical shoreline erosion rates, for
example, presently are used in several U.S. states
to locate oceanfront building setbacks. Recently,
the National Research Council (NATIONAL RE
SEARCH COUNCIL, 1990) and the Federal Emer
gency Management Agency (CROWELL et al., 1991)
have discussed the potential application of ero
sion rate-based setbacks at a national level. MAY
et al. (1982) and DOLAN et al. (1985) observed
that the lack of a standard method among coastal
scientists for analyzing shoreline changes has re
sulted in the publication of data utilizing a variety
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'1\ '(lu" [', I", [r.; y, Ik. .r, v) ---> U, [' (:3)

(EVI-:NDEN, 1991). Two bivariate polynomial func
tions can be used for this conversion, such that

The bracketed pairs represent arrays of k cali
bration points where

(4)

(2)

(1)T ' (x, yl --> 11, I'

k -:' (N I 1)(N -j 2)/2

I' = ~ ~ bl'(x)1' (v)

11 = ~ ~ a}'(x)/'ly)

where the function I' is a monomial series or the
Tchebychetf polynomial and the coetficients a,
and b, are determined by' least squares methods.
The degree or order of the transformation, N, is
limited by t.he number of calibration points (a set
of known (11, I') coordinates and their correspond
ing (x, v) values). For example, three calibration
points are needed for a first degree transforma
tion; at least six points are needed for second
degree equations. Thus, Equation 1 can be re
written as

Higher order polynomials can be used in formu
lating the coefficients of Equation :2 to model
curved projections more closely and map the dig
itizer coordinates to a geographic system. This
technique requires additional calibration points,

metry t hat concern the accurate determination of
shoreline positions from maps and aerial photo
graphs. Si\YI)E\{ (] 987) and SNYI )1-:1{ and VO:-'LA'\IJ
(] 989) furnish a discussion of the characteristics
and derivation of map projections. AYIEI{ICA:\
SOCIETY llF P\lOTI)(;\{AMMI':TI{\ (198() provides a
detailed discussion of the fundamentals of pho
t ogrammet.rv and derivations of the photogram
metric formulae and techniques discussed here.

The electronic digitizers used by most coastal
researchers to digitize historical shoreline maps,
such as Nat ional Ocean Service (NOS) T-sheets,
produce Cartesian coordinates (x , \') that must
be converted to geographic coordinates (u, 1'1 to
be incorporated into a Geographic Information
System (GIS) or cartographic database with other
shoreline dat a. This conversion requires an in
verse t.ransf'ormat ion function of the form

of measurement tr-chniques and rate-of-change
calculations, which can he a significant problem
when comparing coastal changes at regional to
national scales. MOIrJ'ON (1991) states that shore
line mapping "has progressed from an exercise of
scientific curiosity to a primary basis for coastal
management and planning. Mapping shoreline
changes and predicting future shoreline positions
are currently worldwide scientific and coastal
management objectives."

A number of methods have been developed to
produce shore] ine change dat a from maps and
aerial photographs (C-l': .. ST\ 1'1,'( II{ I) and I", N(; I,EI.
III·:I!, 1971; DOI.v\ ct 01 .. 1978; CUI\\ and LEATH
FHYIAN, 1984; lVkBlnm:, 1989; MIBHIIJI'; ct al.,
1991; SIlOSIlAr\Y and [)I':(;ANI, 19~J:2). These meth
ods vary widely in approach and accuracy, and
none address the entire range of cartographic and
photogrammetric techniques needed for precise
coastal mapping, thus limit ing their application.
In addition, no extant method provides an ade
quate basis for realistically quantifying its inher
ent errors. Hence, current assessments of the er
rors in shoreline locations determined from maps
and air photos typically lack a quantitative treat
ment of the errors contrihuted by each data source
and the measurements made from them. In many
instances, a "best guess" estimate is made, or er
rors are ignored altogether.

Given the expanded need to map coastal changes
for scientific and planning purposes, it is crucial
that coastal researchers understand the applica
tion and underlying limitations of the met hods
and source materials used to obtain shoreline po
sition and rate-of-change dal a. This paper reviews
the basic cartographic and photogrammetric re
lationships and techniques that provide a foun
dation for obtaining shoreline position data from
historical maps and aerial photographs. We also
present a new approach to historical shoreline
mapping using air photos that extends traditional
spatially-oriented photogrammetric techniques to
the temporal domain. The application of these
techniques to a typical shoreline mapping prob
lem is the subject of a companion paper (THIEl-Ell
and DANFllHTH, 1~J94. this volume).

Maps and aerial photographs comprise the two
basic sources of data used in historical shoreline
change studies. There are inherent differences,
however, between maps and aerial photographs
that require them to be treated differently to ob
tain geographic data. This paper deals primarily
with those aspects of cartography and photogram-
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ideally balanced in both the x and y directions,
so that the requirement of Equation 4 is met.

The procedure used to obtain shoreline data
from a map, using the above relationships, con
sists of three steps: (1) digitizing a series of known
geographic coord inates such as the lat itude-Ion
gitude ticks around the map grat irule: (2) digi
tizing the shoreline shown on the map (e.,!!., the
Mean High Water Line); and (:1) converting the
digitizer output to geographic coordinates.

Various forms of Equation :1 are typically used
either interactively during digitizing or in post
processing to establish a correspondence between
digitizer coordinates and the geographic coordi
nates of the calibration points. The procedure is
fairly straightforward; most CIS software used
today employs similar methods for digitizing and
converting map data to different coordinate sys
tems (e.,!!., MeBHII)E, 1989),

In most cases, a simple Cartesian conversion
from the digitizing table's coordinate -vst.em to
another rectangular coordinate system is ade
quate. This conversion is best suited to maps of
limited extent (r.,!!., U.S. Geological Survey 7.f>
minute quadrangles), maps of low-latitude areas,
and map projections with only minor curvature
or scale change (c.,!!., II niversal Transverse Mer
cator, State Plane). To the extent that the digi
tized map has t.hese qualities, application of
Equation Bproduces a set of shoreline coordinat es
that are in the same projection (e.;.;., llTM or
Polyconicl and retlect the same ellipsoid con
stants (ex. the Clarke 1866 ellipsoid l and datum
as the digitized map.

Where non-rectangular projections are used, as
is the case with most maps, or where greater t runs
formation accuracy is desired, t.he reduction of
the digitized coordinates to an intermediate co
ordinate system, followed by project ion of those
coordinates into a map projection substantially
reduces the error in the digitizer-to-geographic
transformation. A transformation of t he form

F '(1'\ '([F(u, 1'.IIIi, Ix" y, I h. x, y)) ----> U, [' (f))

is presented by EVENIlEN (1991 ), when' F and F '
are the respective forward and inverse mathe
matical descript ions of a particular map projec
(ion. Here, the function T performs a Cartesian
transformation (to remove axis offset, scali ng and
rotation) that reduces the digitizer coordinates to
an intermediate coordinate system.

E\E'iIW:\ (1990) provides a UNIXbaserl car
tographic procedure similar to Equation Gfor t he

forward and inverse projection of geographic co
ordinates to various map projections using dif
ferent ellipsoid constants and datums. This pro
cedure can be used in conjunction with Equation
:1 to convert digitized map data to a desired pro
jection and datum.

When comparing shorelines digitized from maps
with different projections and reference datums,
they must he converted to a common projection
and datum. McBI~IIJE (1989) describes the im
portance of referencing shoreline change data to
a common projection and datum. As noted by
E\Jo:"IlEN (1991 l , it is also critical that the car
tographic characteristics of a map are known. This
includes the projection, ellipsoid shape and geo
detic datum used in the production of the map,
and an adequate graticule. The graticule, for ex
ample, is usually the only source of calibration
data that can be used in digitizing,

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

The basic principles involved in the extraction
of geographic data from air photos are derived
from the geometric relationships between image
space and object space, Image space refers to the
world inside the camera (r.«. the photographic
image and measurements obtained from it). Ob
ject space refers to real-world geographic coor
dinates outside the camera.

In distortion-free space, points in image space
are related projectively to points in object space.
'I'his relationship is based on the principle of col
linearity: the perspective center of the camera lens,
which is considered a point, an image point and
its corresponding ground point all lie on the same
straight line (Figure I). Air photos, however, are
subject to a number of distortions introduced at
various stages in the photographic process that
perturb the collinearity condition. These pertur
bations atl'ect both image space and object space.

Image Space

The image space coordinate system is detined
by the locations of the tiducial reference marks
on a photograph, the calibrated focal length, and
the geometric distortion characteristics of the lens
system in an aerial camera (A!\IEHICAC'i SOCIETY
OF PHOTO(;BAM:\1ETHY, 1980). Image space is a
three-dimensional, rectangular Cartesian coor
dinate system with the origin located at the prin
cipal point. The r-axis is typically positive in the
direction of flight. The z -axis corresponds to the
optical axis of the camera.

,Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10. No, ;L 1991
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.-- Camera station

~ Photograph

Figure 1. In distortion-free space, a projective relationship ex
ists between image space (points on a photo) and object space
(points on the ground). The camera station, an image point (a ,
b, c), and its corresponding ground point (A, B , C) all lie on the
same straight line.

The distortions affecting image space result from
lens distortion and film deformation. All aerial
camera lenses have measurable distortions and
optical defects that affect the representation of
image points on film. Lens distortions can be ra
dial or tangential. Radial distortion is symmetric
around the principal point and is caused by op
tical defects in the lens. Tangential distortion is
symmetric along a line through the principal point
and results from the lens being slightly off-center
in the camera. In a well-adjusted camera, how
ever, only radial distortions are present.

The magnitude of lens distortion is highly vari
able. Some lenses used today have up to 0.110 mm
radial distortion (AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 1980), which translates to a
ground displacement of over 2 m in the position
of image points for a 1:20,000 scale photograph.
Similar and sometimes greater amounts of lens
distortion commonly are present in photographs
taken prior to World War II, which brought an
increased demand for accurate photography and
improved lens manufacturing techniques. In most
modern camera systems, however, lens distortion
is fairly small (0.010 mm or less).

Two types of film deformation exist. Defor
mation can be introduced in the camera during

the aerial surveyor in subsequent processing. Film
buckling, for example, may occur during the pho
tographic survey due to irregularities in temper
ature, humidity or film spool tension in the cam
era. Further deformation is introduced not only
in the development of the original negatives, but
also in each generation of prints and transpar
encies (typically used by coastal researchers) made
from the original negatives. The end result of these
deformations is a photograph that no longer rep
resents accurately the true geometric relation
ships between the fiducial reference marks and
image points in the photo.

In addition to deformation occurring in the
camera, the amount of film deformation present
in a given photograph depends upon the age and
type of material (glass, film or paper); processing
techniques used; and the temperature and hu
midity at the time measurements are made. Stan
dard diapositive (transparency) film is generally
stable within 0.005 mm (AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 1980). Photographic paper,
however, is far less stable and may change in size
up to 1 percent during processing along (AMERI
CAN SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY, 1980). We
have observed shrinkage and expansion of 1-2
mm in some paper prints due to differences in
age, paper quality and changes in laboratory en
vironmental conditions. At photo scale, these are
nontrivial errors and represent ground distances
of 10 m.

Object Space

The characteristics of object space cause image
points on film to be displaced (as opposed to dis
torted) from their true positions as a result of
three factors: relief displacement, tilt displace
ment, and atmospheric refraction. Relief dis
placement is caused by changes in ground ele
vation within a photo that cause objects closer to
the camera to be larger (i. e., at a larger scale) than
those farther away. Relief displacement takes place
radially from the nadir. Objects higher than the
ground elevation at the point where the nadir
intersects the ground (the ground nadir; Figure
2) are displaced outward; objects lower than the
ground nadir point are displaced inward.

Tilt displacement occurs due to the inability to
keep the aerial camera perfectly level during pho
tography. Some degree of tilt is always present in
an aerial photograph. On a tilted photograph, the
sense of displacement depends on whether the
image point is on the low or high side of the iso-

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1994
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device. A shoreline mapping process using pho
t.ogramroetric techniques can he defined by six
steps: (I) establish a cont rol network for a group
of photos, (2) dig it iz« features on the photos, (:3)
remove image space distortions from each photo,
(4) establish t he a bsolu te orient at ion of the group,
\;)) calculate the geographic shoreline position for
each photo, and (()) compile the shoreline posi

tion".

metric parallel (Figure :2). Poim-, Oil l he low sicjp
of the isometric parallel are displaced out ward
from the isocenter: on the high side, they are dis

placed inward. Points on the isometric parallel
are not displaced. The det.er minat ion and mag
nitude of relief and tilt displacements have been
widely discussed in the context of shoreline map
ping (ex, ANIlI':H"; and HYI<NE,." 1991; ("WIII':I.1.

et al., 1991) and are not reproduced hert-,
The bending of light rays through the atmo

sphere (atmospheric refract ion) also causes pho
tograph image points to he displaced. The dis
placement occurs radially ou t ward from t.hr- nad ir.
The magnitude of t he displacement depends on
the aircraft flight height. direction of t he optical
axis relative to the ground. and the focal length
of the camera. The displacement of image points
due to atmospheric refract ion is generally less than
O.OOti mm for photographs commonly used in
shoreline mapping (A~lE}{I('\N S()('II':'1, OF

PIIOTO(; IL\ '\1 M ETln, 19HO).

A NEW APPROACH TO SHORELINE
MAPPING llSING AIR PHOTOS

For historical shoreline mapping, the "teps in
the analytical approach are easily extended and
modified so that a single person in a small labo
ratory can rapidly execute them using basic corn
puter equipment. including an electronic digitiz
ing table, a computer. (; IS soft ware, and a plot ting

Analytical Methods for Air Photo Data Reduction

The "traditional" approach to analytical pho
togrammetry is composed of three steps (El ,,\"'''; \1.

and MAI.1I0'l}{\, 19H7) that remove the pertur
bations described above. and exploit various gl'O
metric relationships hetwl'en overlapping air pho
tos to extract geographic data: (1) preprocessing;
(:21 triangulation; and (:n postprocessing. I're
processing reduces measured (digitized) image co
ordinates lot he image space coordinate s:';st em
described above. as well as removes systematic
errors such as lens distortion and lilm deforma
tion etlect s. Triangulation is used to solv« simul
taneouslv for the camera position of each ph«
t og r aph in a large gr()up of overlapping
photographs (also called a hlock l, as well as the
coordinates of unknown ground points, Postpro
cessing typicallv involves transforming t he cam
era position information into instrument setlings
used in analytical st.ereup lut ters or other photo
grammetric equipment in order to compile base
maps or genl'rate rectitied orthophotographs.

.lourunl of ('oastal Ht'st'ardl, Vol. 10, No, :1. IB9·t
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means of establishing a correspondence between
photos and the ground. In other words, a control
network is used to orient the photos with respect
to the ground. There are essentially two types of
points used in photogrammetry: ground control
points and pass points. A point appearing in one
or more photos for which information about its
location is known (ex, latitude, longitude, ele
vation) is called a control point or ground control
point. The image space coordinates of ground con
trol points and their corresponding geographic co
ordinates are used to establish the collinear re
lationship between image space and object space
shown in Figure 1.

Photo 1
Photo 2

Ll11 04 7(jJ)

[1 10

0 2 Os sO

30 60 gLl1

51)4

Ll1
(jJ)

o

Fully known

Elevation only

Pass point

Photo 3

Thieler and Ilanforth

There are a number of ground control data
sources, including maps, field surveys and geo
detic control tables. The locations of well-defined
points shown on maps can be digitized, converted
to geographic coordinates and used as ground con
trol points. These points are sometimes called
"secondary control points" (C'Ul\V and LEATHER

MA:'-I, 19R4l, but more properly are called "sup
plemental control points" because they are ob
tained from a map rather than by field survey.
Supplemental control points, consisting primarily
of buildings and road intersections, are the pri
mary source of ground cont rol for many historical
shoreline mapping projects because other data are
unavailable.

A pass point is defined as a point appearing in
two or more photos, for which a corresponding
ground posit ion is not known. Pass points are used
to "pass" or extend control between overlapping
photos. These points are used in addition to ground
control points to establish the relative orientation
of photos to each other, such as done when viewing
a pair of overlapping photos through a stereo
scope. Pass points commonly include features such
as trees, buildings and road intersections.

For most applications, at least four and pref
erably six to nine points are needed to provide
adequate control for a given photograph. These
points should be distributed throughout the pho
tograph. Figure :3 shows a hypothetical control
network with these charaderistics. Only a few
control points are needed to establish the geo
graphic orientation of a group of photos in object
space; most points used to control a photograph
may simply be pass points. A well-controlled group
of 20 photos, for example, might include 140 points,
of which 10-1 [j are ground control points and the
rest are pass points.

Ideally, the exact planimetry (latitude, longi
tude, elevation) is known for a large number of
spatially and temporally well-distributed ground
con! rol points t hroughout all photographs. This
is never the case, however, and ground control
points of varving quantity and quality must be
used when const.ructing the control network for a
given mapping project. The issues relevant to es
tablishing ground control in historical shoreline
mapping include quantity, distribution, quality,
and recoverability.

In historical shoreline mapping, it is often prob
lematic (0 furnish an adequate quantity and dis
t ribution of ground control and pass points due
to the nature of photography along the shoreline

.Iournal of ('oastal I{psparl'h. Vol. 10, No. :l. 1994
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and changes in coastal environments over time.
Most photographs t hat include the shoreline, for
example. are typically devoid of control seaward
of the shoreline. Coastal areas may also change
rapidly over time. due to natural processes or hu
man development, which reduces the numher of
stable points that can he used as ground cont rol
or pass points. In these situations, it is often nec
essary to use additional overlapping photos taken
of more landward areas in order to balance the
control network for the shoreline photographs.

Used here. the quality of a ground control point
refers to the amount of information known about
a given point «('.ff.. latitude. longitude. and ele
vation; horizontal only; elevation only; et.cet era I,
as well as the accuracy of the survey that deter
mined the point's location. For a location digitized
from a map. control point quality is also affected
by its representation on the map and the map
scale. The sea le of the photos used also affects the
accuracy with which ground points (and the
shoreline) can he identified. ELI.I:-' (1978) dis
cusses the resolut ion obtainable from maps and
photos at scales that commonly are used in coastal
mapping. Most coastal researchers consider
I::20.000 air photos the usable upper limit for
shoreline change studies (TANNER, J !:J78; BYHNES
et al., 1991; CHOWELL. c! al., I~l9 l ).

Recoverability refers not only to the ability of
the photo interpreter to identify accurately a giv
en point, hut also how well an image point shows
up in one or more sets of photographs. It is fairly
common. for example. for buildings and roads used
as ground control points to be destroyed or re
located between aerial surveys. Loss of control
points can be a significant problem in historical
studies and mapping after large storms.

Adequate ground control is a fundamental re
quirement in photogrammetric mapping, and thus
has received much attention in terms of the de
velopment of graphical and analytical solutions
for extending ground control for map production.
The process of extending geographic control
among a group of air photos is generally referred
to as aerotriangulation. Aerotriangulation ex
tends ground control hy using measurements de
rived from the spatial relationships between sev
eral overlapping aerial photographs. Control
extension usually entails digitizing a pass point
on two or more photos and determining the point's
planimetry based on the intersection of rays from
each camera station through the pass point. EBNEH
(197:2) provides a discussion of the theoretical ac-

curacy of con trol extension by analytical methods.
Control derived by aerotriangulation is generally
accurate to within 5-10 m (Arvll':HJ(''-\~ SOCIETY OF
P!lln'l)(;IL\rvIMETI{Y. 1980).

Fully analytical methods of aerotriangulation
have been employed since the [960's. when the
advent of digital computing made it possible to
compute rapidly and economically the calcula
tions required to process many photographs si
multaneously. The primary attributes of this ap
proach are the ability to input initial
approximations of various parameters, and en
force control of camera positions. image coordi
nates and ground control to reflect prior knowl
edge of their precision. Several aerotriangulation
computer programs (ex, EL.-\SSAI. and M"\LHO
TIL\, 1987) permit a variety of ground control data
to be used in constructing and extend ing a control
network.

Ln historical shoreline change studies, when
several sets of photos spanning several years of
tbe same geographic area are used, the common
points of both types (ground control and pass
points) form a relatively oriented model that ef
fectively "t ies " the photos together (Figure 4).
This establishes correlations between images, in
space and through time, that are readily exploited
in aerotriangulation and error analysis.

The approach shown in Figure 4 also provides
an important feature when working with several
sets of photography. Specifically. it is possible to
use one set of photography as the primary source
of ground control and tie other sets of photog
raphy to the primary set using pass points. This
attribute can be particularly useful when using
supplemental ground control points derived from
a historical map and a set of photographs that
correspond closely in time to the survey date of
the map. For example, supplemental control fea
tures shown on a U.S. Ceological Survey 7.5-min
ute quadrangle surveyed in 1950 may provide ex
cellent control for a set of photographs taken in
1951, but on 1'1 a few points shown on the map are
suitable for controlling earlier or later photogra
phy. It is then possible to tie other sets of pho
tography (for example, from 1940, 1%0, L970 and
1980) to the 1951 photos predominantly using pass
points.

Digitize Photo Data

Three pieces of information must be measured
(digitized) on an aerial photograph for use in
shoreline mapping: the locations of (j) the fiducial

,Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 1O. No. :\, 1994
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re fe ren ce m ar ks. (2) image points (ground con t ro l
and pass points) , a nd (;i ) po ints a long t he sho re 
lin e. T he fidu cia ls are usu all y in dic at ed by marks
a ro u nd t he peri me te r of t he p hoto . G round COI1 

tr ol and pa ss points shou ld be readi ly id entifi a ble
in each p ho to.

The we t/dry lin e on th e bea ch, which is ge n 
e ra lly ass um ed to approx imate th e Hi gh Wa ter
L ine (OOI. .\ N et 0 /.. 1980: Cl1o\\ ·EI.I. ('I a/.. 1991I,
is th e most fr equently use d s horel ine fo r digi tizing
beca use it is easi ly ide nti fied by t he to na l d ille r
en ce between wet a nd dry sa nd . Ho wev er. fro m a
geo log ica l standpoi nt, t he wet/dry line may not

be t he bes t sho re line indi cator for determin ing
s horel ine posit ion s or ra tes-of-cha nge . On low
s lo p ing beaches . fo r exa m p le, th e di splacement of
t he wet/dry line du e to wave, t ide or wind effects
can ea s ily ap proac h se vera l le ns of me te rs . Vari
a t.i on s in wet/d ry lin e position due to seasonal
beach e ros ion / accretion patte rn s ie.g., SMITH and
ZAHILLO , 1990) or t.he timing or a erial surveys rel
a t ive to cha nges in th e tre nd otshore lin e behavior
(ex. D OLA N et al., 1991) m ay a lso a ffect t he geo
logica l s ign ifica nc e of th e s horel ine pos it ion at a
give n mo men t in t im e. C lea rly, o the r s horeline
ind icators suc h as th e vege ta t ion lin e or bluff line
may be more use fu l, d epe nd ing on the natu re of
th e coasta l sys te m under investigat ion.

Remo ve Image Space Di~tortions

T he er ro rs in image poin t locat ion s int rodu ced
by film d efo rm a t ion and len s d is tortion a re typo
ically ad d ressed by preprocess in g. T he goal of pre
process ing is to tr an sform meas ured im age data
from a photograph to an idealized im age s pace in
wh ich d istor t ion s d o n ot exis t. In o ther wo rds , the
di giti zed coordinates arc refined to rem ove image
space d isto rt ions befor e th e data are used in sub
seq uen t p rocessing.

Came ra ca lib ra t ion data ar e us ed to remove er
rors in t he image space coordina te system . Most
aerial ca me ras are fre q uent ly tested; calibration
reports produced a cco rding to acce pted s tandards
(q ;., u.s.Geological S urvey) provid e ca mera sys
t em da ta t hat a re used in pre process ing. This in
formation in cludes t he ca lib rated focal le ngth , ra
d ia l lens d istortion ch a ra c teri s ti cs. a nd t he
loca ti ons a nd dista nces between fid uc ia l ma rks,
F or old er photography d a ting fro m the 1930 's to
about 1960. ca lib rat io n data are fre q ue nt ly un
availa ble. In this situati on . howe ver. it is often
po ssib le to m a ke real ist ic si mp lify ing assu mp 
t ions to reconstruc t t he im age space coo rd ina te
sy s tem .

T o co rrect for fil m d eform a t ion , t he coord inates
of the ca l ib ra ted fid uc ia l sys tem an d th e fid ucial
sys tem me as u red (d igit ized) on each photo are
compa red. T his gives th e image deform ation at
each refere n ce mark ; t he d eform at ion pattern is
th en used to correct the meas u red image points
for fil m d efo rmation . If fou r fiducia ls a re d igi
t ize d . a first de gree t ra ns for ma t ion su ch as Eq ua
t ion 2 ca n be used to m ap th e d igitized coo rdina tes
into t he ca lib rated coordi nate system.

Eq ua tion 2 can al so be used to mini mize and
exami ne e rrors made in di gi t izing aer ial photo-
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graphs, as well as normalize the image space co
ordinate system for all photos from a given aerial
survey. For example, calibrated or estimated fi
ducial coordinate locations can be used to map
all photos using the same earner» system to a
common image space coordinat e svst em, and pro
vide residual errors that measure the accuracy and
consistency of the digitizer operator in imag« space
units. This transformation also permits the use

offull-frame photo enlargements in mapping pro
jects, by furnishing a means to scale digitized ('0

ordinates to the desired image space system.
The lens distortion characteristics of a camera

system typically are provided in two forms that
provide a sufficient hasis for removing radial lens
distortion by analytical methods: a t ahle of radial
displacements at intervals of a given distance from
the point of lens symmetry across the image area,
or an odd-powered polynomial of the form

.sr ~ K,r' + Kr' t K.r f... \li)

Because the instruments used to make mea
surements on aerial photographs are never error
free, some machine error is introduced in t he dig
itizing process. Frequent testing and adjustment
of this equipment, however. can generally keep
these errors to a minimum. A digitizer with an
accuracy of 0.02.') mm is generally considered ad
equate for mapping shoreline positions on aerial
photographs (A~J)I-:HS and HYHNES, 1991; CH()
lIEU. et at .. 1991). Machine errors are normally
very small, particularly compared to errors intro
duced hy human misinterpretation of features in
a photograph, Hence, they are frequently disre
garded in preprocessing.

Establish Absolute Orientation

As discussed above, a well-assembled eontrol
network establishes the relat ive orientation of a
group such that the photos are tied to each ot her
by the ground control and pass points (see Figure
4), In an aerotriangulation adjustment, the ab
solute orientation of the group is performed. That
is, the coordinates of ground control points are
used to orient the group in object space. Typically,
aerotriangulation involves solving for the position
and attitude of the aerial camera. known as the
camera station, at the instant of exposure for each
photo in the group, as well as the ground coor
dinates of unknown points such as pass points.
The widely used General Integrated Analytical
Triangulation (GIANT) program (I<~I.ASSAI and
MALHO'l'HA, 1987). for example, furnishes these

capahilities. Simultaneous adjustment programs
do not treat the relative and absolute orientations
separately. Thus, the relative orientation of the
group exists primarily as a concept ual framework
for developing a good con t rol net wor k.

The absolute orientation performed in a si
multaneous adjust ment is basically an extension
of the technique of space resection, which deter
mines the six elements of exterior orientation for
a photograph, including the position (Ialit ude,
longitude and elevation). and attitude (roll, pitch,
and yaw; designau«! u-'. 'I', and s • respect.ivelv) of
the aerial camera. At.mospheric refraction effects
can also be removed during space resect ion or
aerotrianzulat ion by applying H correct ion func
tion each time the orientation of the camera is
updated in the solution process.

Calculate Shoreline Povit ious

Once the absolut e orientation of a group of' pho
tos has been established and the camera station
for each photo is known, t he geographic coordi
nates of t he shoreline in each photo can be cal
culated on photo-by-photo basis using the com
puted camera stations and the image space
coordinates of the digitized shoreline. A proce
dure known as single-ray intersection can be used
to determine t htc intersection of a ray from a cam
era station t hJ'()ugh shoreline image point wit h the
ground.

As shown in Figure r,. a ray from the camera
lens through a shoreline image coordinate inter
sects with the ground at a specific latitude and
longitude, for which there exists a corresponding
elevation. Inmost instances. t he desired shoreline
elevation is at or near mean sea level, but any
shoreline indicntor wit h a known, rclat ivelv uni
form elevat ion. such as a lake or reservoir shore
line, or bluff edge can be used if an appropriate
elevation is estimated. A sing le-rav intersection
is performed iteratively for each digitized shore"
line point in each photograph to produce a series
of geographic shoreline coordinates, based on a
geocentric (x, y, 2) coord inat e system. The solu
tion is extended easily to account for earth cur
vature, and to usp different geodetic datums and
ellipsoid shapes to det.ermine geographic shore
line coordinates (D.\~F"I{,[,IIand TI{JIo:I"I-:I~. 199~b).

The error in determining the geographic loca
tion of any point in a photograph depends almost
entirely on the camera station; essentiallv, the
computed camera position reflects all of the errors
described ahove. To quantify the horizontal and

.lourua l or Coastal l{esC'areh. Vol. 10, No. ;), 19~)·1
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vert ica! error of any digit ized shoreline point, the
error in camera orientation can be propagated
back to the ground when performing the single
ray intersection. The standard deviations for a
given camera station, for example, can be calcu
lated from the diagonal terms in its covariance
matrices (EI.AC:o'AI. and MAl.lIUTliA, 1987). Two ;~

x: ;1 covariance matrices per camera station are
used: one for position and one for attitude. These
matrices can be incorporated into the single-ray
intersection solution to express the horizontal and
vertical error in any shoreline point as a single ;)
x :) matrix of partial derivat ives for each com
ponent of latitude, longitude and elevation.

An alternat ive approach to single-ray intersec
tion is presented by KEI.I.EH and TEWI:'-IhEI. (1966),
in which an orthogonal rotation matrix is calcu
lated based on the camera position and attitude
for each photo. The matrix is cumposed of direc
tion cosines that can be used to map image points

to a rectangular coordinate system. The appli
cation of this technique to shoreline mapping is
described by CI.UW and LEATlIEHl\lAN (1984). The
implementation described by CI.O\\ and LEATH

EHl\lAN (1984), however, apparently does not ac
count for earth curvature or different datums. is
limited to a rectangular (State Plane) coordinate
system, and does not propagate camera station
errors back to t he ground.

Compile Shoreline Positions

The final step in the air photo mapping process
is t he compilation, editing and presentation ofthe
shoreline data. Typically, the shoreline position
data are imported into a GIS, where several pho
tos from a single date are overlaid to form a con
tinuous shoreline. A shoreline for a given date is
usually assigned to a specific overlay or coverage
in the GIS (e.li., McBHlIlE, 1989; WII.I.IAVI"; et al.,
1992). When all shorelines have been compiled
from both maps and photos, they are usually out
put as composite shoreline change maps on a plot
ting device using different line colors or symbols.

Once the shoreline positions have been com
piled into a digital GIS database. shoreline rates
of-change can be calculated. n\NFllH'Ili and THIE
I,Eli (1992a), for example, present an automated
method whereby a number of different measures
of shoreline change can be calculated using a time
series or historical shoreline positions residing in
a GIS. Ot her techniques are presented by CLOW
and LEXI'lIEHMA:'-I (1984) and MrHuu n: et al.
(1991 ).

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we are concerned only with the
accuracy of t he calculated shoreline positions rel
ative to their actual positions on the date of pho
tography. Thus, we do not address errors in shore
line position or rates-of-change due to the timing
of aerial surveys relative to seasonal or storm
induced changes in shoreline position. For
example, the shoreline shown in an aerial pho
tograph is commonly assumed to represent the
average seasonal shoreline position. MUHTllN
(1979, 1991), DUI.AN ct al. (1980) and SI\IITII and
ZAHII.I.U (199(l), however. point out that this is not
always a reasonable assumption. CHO\\EI.1. et al.
(1991) furnish an extensive discussion of the ac
curacy of shorelines digitized from maps.

An important question in shoreline change
mapping is the accuracy of the maps produced
and the resolution of the rates-of-change deter-
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mined from them. Until this quest ion is answered,
we cannot ask geologically important questions
about what exact lv we are measuring when we
measure shoreline change. It is first necessary to
reduce the t echnoloaicai noise to a reasonable lev
el: in other words, to increase the signal/noise
ratio. Shoreline mapping accuracy is limited fun
damentally by the techniques and materials used
to obtain shoreline posit ion data. Thus, tpch
niques must be used to reduce and quantify er
rors. and source materials must be checked as to
their accuracy and suitability for a particular pro
ject. Only then can realistic accuracy assessments
be made of shoreline change maps and rate-of
change measurements.

Limitations of Existin~ Techniques

The methods developed by coastal researchers
to obtain geographic data from aerial photographs
vary widely, ranging from manual point mea
surements to electronic raster scanning. Some
methods crudely employ some photogrammetric
techniques (e.g., Cum and LEXI'III':H~L\N, ElS4).
Others manipulate aerial photographs in ways that
are inappropriate (e.g., SIIOSII.\NY and DE(;i\"I,
1992) because the photos are treated as map pro
jections, which they are not. An aerial photograph
is produced by central projection through a lens
onto a plane. while a map is const ructed by radial
projection onto a sphere (or ellipse) and then
transferred to a plane. This characteristic intro
duces the distortions described above and pre
cludes the direct compilation of accurate maps
from aerial photography.

Most historical shoreline mapping techniques
have been developed under ideal circumstances,
such as those found along t he developed shore
lines of the U.S. East Coast. This is a data-rich
environment for shoreline mapping: large-scale
photos bracketing long time frames art' available,
photographs are taken by several government
agencies on a fairly regular basis, there is a pleth
ora of ground control. several accurate historical
maps for an area often are available. and historical
shoreline changes are eit her qualitatively under
stood or easily verified by supplemeut.arv field
evidence and cultural records.

Some shoreline mapping methods may product'
acceptable results under these ideal circumstanc
es. such as when applied to at least qualit ativelv
understood and generally well-documented sys
tems. These methods, however, typically require
more information than is actually necessary to

achieve comparable or better accuracy, and fail
to take advantage of techniques that can reduce
and quantify errors. This problem precludes their
broad application to shoreline mapping in the
typically data-poor world outside of the U.S. East
Coast. The following example illustrates this point.

One of the methods presently used to determine
shoreline positions from air photos is the single
frame space resection approach (Ci.ow and
LEi\TIIEH\li\N, 1984). This method requires at least
three fully known control points be used for each
photograph to determine the position of the aerial
camera. Not only does this method require a sub
stantial amount of control for a given group of
photographs. but also introduces an unnecessarily
large and complex series of errors resulting from
the independent orientation of each photo to fit
a given set of ground control points. The require
ments of this technique have several important
implications.

First, when using a single-frame space resection
approach, photos lacking a sufficient number or
distribution of fully known control points cannot
be used. This signiticantly limits the application
of the technique for mapping undeveloped coast
lines. Second, errors are introduced that result
from the independent orientation of each photo
to fit a set of ground control points. This can result
in shorelines not matching properly in adjacent
photos from the same strip, and may introduce
serious errors in rate-of-change-calculations when
comparing photos from two or more dates. The
error inherent in using supplemental control points
digitized from a map compounds these problems
because they commonly have a low accuracy.
Third, the amount of information contained in a
photograph is drastically underutilized. For ex
ample, correlations between overlapping images
in space and through time are ignored.

A rigorous analysis of the errors inherent in
shoreline positions obtained using the single-frame
resection method is difficult to perform, not only
because each photo is independent of the others,
but also, and perhaps more importantly, because
t he error in the space resection solution for each
photo is not propagated to the ground and thus
is not known. For example, current error assess
ments (e.g., CHOWEI.I. et al., 1991; ANIJEHS and
H,I{"I':S, 1991) of the space resection technique
assume that errors in shoreline positions are rep
resented by the sum of a series of worst-case as
sumptions about digitizer operator resolution and
ground control accuracy. This is only partly true .

.Iournal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10. No. ;1, 1894
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Figure 6. This shoreline map shows the distributi on of shoreline positi ons resultin g from a single-ray intersect ion solut ion for one
photograph using the camera parameters in Table 1. The distribution of hypoth etical shorelines repr esen ts differences in calculated
shoreline position, for one photo, that encompass nearly 350 m. Clearly, the effects of even small errors in camera orientation have
dramatic implications for shoreline mapping accuracy, as well as shore line ra te-of-change and shoreline orientation studies.

As discussed above, the error in a given shoreline
position is almost entirely dependent on the cam
era station used to compute the shoreline posi
tion. To the extent that errors in photo digitizing
and ground control point accuracy affect the cam
era station solution, shoreline positions are af 
fected by ground control. But the interaction of
these errors often profoundly affects the camera
station, which can result in incorrect height, po 
sition and roll, pitch and yaw parameters. For
both the single-ray intersection and direction co
sine methods described above, the error in camera
orientation is propagated back to the ground when
solving for the shoreline position. Expressing the
magnitude of the error, then, is extremely im 
portant.

The importance of accurately determining the
camera stations for aerial photographs cannot be
overstated. The effects of even small errors in
camera orientation have dramatic implications for
shoreline mapping accuracy, as well as rate-of
change and shoreline orientation studies. Figure
6 shows the range of shoreline positions that can
result from a poor or incorrect camera station for
a typical 1:20,000 photograph. The camera sta
tions used to compute the position of each shore-

line are shown in Table 1. Except for the observed
solution, the parameters shown in Table 1 are
arbitrary, bu t within realistic values for roll, pitch
and yaw. The same digitized data are used in each
case, only the camera attitude used to compute
the single-ray intersection is varied. The distri
bution of hypothetical shorelines in Figure 6 rep
resents differences in calculated shoreline posi 
tion, for one photo, that encompass nearly 350 m.
Clearly, errors of this magnitude are unacceptable
for most shoreline mapping applications.

There are significant advantages to using a group
of relatively oriented photos rather than the sin
gle-photo approach when calculating shoreline
positions. It is far easier, for example, to develop
a network ground control and pass points for a
group of photos than to provide full ground con
trol for many single frames. Ground control re
quirements are significantly reduced for a well
controlled, relatively oriented group, and more of
the information in the photos is utilized. In fact,
far greater accuracy in shoreline rate-of-change
calculations can be achieved if only a relatively
oriented model is used to calculate distances be
tween shorelines. The additional errors inherent
in the absolute orientation of the model to the
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Table 1. Input camera station paramct cr .... [or oTie (lerwl p!wtoNrflph used to det crminr t tiv ,...!wrdi,H' !Jositions shown in Figure (j,

Case

Observed
A (-jOroll)

B ( <JO roll)
('(+~oroll)

D (4 JO pitch)
E(-]Oyawl

F (A. D and E combined)

I{oll

0°20' 4H.64"

1"20' 4H,I)4"

;\"20'4H,64"

:\O~O'4H.li4"

0020' 4H.li4"

0020'4H,64"

1°20' 4H,fi4"

Pilch

0017'2;).4B"

()OI7'~;).,1~)"

(J<'I7'~;).4!)"

0"17''2;) 49"

\°17'2:).49"
(16 17'::'.;)4~J"

1°17''2;).,19''

Yaw

1°,19'42.;;0"

1"'49 '4:2,;,0"

1°4!)',12,;;()"

IO·Hl'42.;;O"

I "4W42.;;0"
~<)49'4:2.f)(),'

2°49 '/1:2,;)()"

Note: On lv the camera at.t itude is varied; position (latitude. lonait ude. elt-vnliou I i~ coust.ant in each cnso. 'I'he observed camera
posit ion for the photo is. !ong-itudp ();)c);)()'17,;)K" lat it ud« I M"27'OU.;),t". eh-vat.ion ;~,nHH.4;) m.

ground are excluded. and the error in calculating
a rate of change bet ween two shorelines reduces
to the error in photo measurements. When a high
accuracy stereo- or mono-comparator is used to
digitize the photos, this error may approach 1 y

10 'of the flight height (ELA";SAL, persona/ com
munication), or about 0.:1 m for l:~O,OOO photog
raphy using a If);) rnm lens. While this level of
accuracy may be attractive from a theoretical
standpoint, the applicat ion and interpret at ion of
shoreline changes typically requires the model to
be oriented in object space so that gpographic data
can be extracted.

Limitations of Maps and Photo,

There are several areas in which improvements
in the accuracy of shoreline map dat a can be re
alized. For example. careful selection and test ing
of maps for use in shorolino change st udies. such
as those reported by C'1{()\\'Io:L1 c! al. (l~l91) in t ho
development of historical map databases for parts
of the U.S. East Coast, can keep potential errors
to a minimum,

The accuracy of air photo data can be improved
by increasing the fidelity of measurements made
on air photos. using more precise ground cont rol
point locations, and using photos wit h a large scalp.
Recent technological advances in aerial surveying
techniques can also be used to improve accuracy.

Increasing the firlelitv of the measurerm-nts
made on aerial photographs can significantly im
prove the accuracy of shoreline positions. Pre
processing digitized photos to remove film defor
mation and lens distortion, for example, reduces
the residual errors caused by bad image coordi
nates. This results in more accurate relative ori
entations and has a positive effect on t he adjust
ments made during aerotriangulation (0 ground
control points and camera stations to fit t hem to
image coordinate data.

To decreasp till' potential error in absolute ori
enrut iou of a group of photos, the accuracy of
ground cont rol point posit ions can be increased.
For example, rod -and -transit or di lferent ial (;tob
al Positioning System ICPS) survr-vs can be used
to locate ~H,(,llnl1elycontrol points used in a map
ping project. Control coordinates determined by
these met hods a re typically' ruore a('('llra(e than
ground control points digitizpd from a map. Ceo·
deli,' control tables art' also available for most
hascmaps used as sources of ground control for
photogrammel ric mapping (e,,'.:,. NOS and 1iSCS
maps), Such tables provide descript ions of control
pIlints and their survoved coordinates t hat can lit'
used in digitizing air photos. Thes« cont rol points.
however, are commonly not recoverable t identi
tiablp) at the scale of photos used in shoreline
mapping, For areas that are inaccessible, have
heen developed only recently', or that periodically
have control points dest roved by new const ruc
t ion or coastal storms. surveyed posit ions may not
be available. In that casp, historical maps and
analytical triangulation must be used to det er
mine ground control coordinates, with a corre
sponding denease in accuracv.

11sing photos wit h a scale of I :~().()()() or larger
inrrcuses t lu- ability of t lu- photo interpreter to
accurately' identify image points, including the
shoreline. While there i" a gain made in the pre
cision of mt-asurt-mr-ut s from largp-scalp photos,
it must 1)(' halanced against t h« following factors.
First. a larg{'-scale photo covers less geographic
area per frame t han OIl{> at a smaller scale. This
rpducps t he potential number of ground control
and pass points appearing in a photo, which may
prohibit identification of an adequate number and
disi.rihut.ion of points. Large scale photography
also rpquires that more- photographs be uspd to
cover a given lengt h of coast. :-'econd. if control
is dct errnim-d using a small-scale map, the error
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associated with the ground control point coordi
nates has a relatively high standard deviation of
measurement compared to the precision obtain
able in photo measurements. The magnitude of
the error can significantly reduce the quality of
the aerotriangulation solution. In an extreme case.
it causes the solution to fail or diverge. Thus, a
mapping project requires that a balance be struck
between the scale of the photos used. and the
density and quality of image points.

Recent advances in aerial surveying techniques
may improve future shoreline mapping accuracy
by signiticantly reducing the ground control re
quirements for individual photographs. For ex
ample, high-resolution (centimeter-scale) kine
matic C';PS receivers are presently being used to
determine camera station parameters during pho
to surveys. This approach permits the direct use
of the single-ray intersection solution for ground
coordinates based only on the camera station
(Lt (.;\C; and M.\IIEli, 1989), Preprocessing is st ill
required. however, to remove film deformation
and lens distortion effects from t he digitized pho
tos.

CONCLUSIONS

The increasing need to quantify historical
shoreline changes requires more accurate meth
ods than are currently available. Existing shore
line mapping techniques suffer from incomplete
implementation or apply inappropriate methods
to rletermine shoreline positions. They also fail to
exploit fully the large amount of geometric infor
mation provided by spatially and temporally
overlapping imagery or employ the range of tech
niques that can be used to obtain accurate shore
line position information. Thus. their application
is limited to data-rich environments such as t he
U.S. East Coast.

The application of existing methods in their
present form also contributes to the inability to
quantify the many errors inherent in shoreline
mapping using historical maps and aerial pho
tographs. For example. current assessments by
coastal researchers of the errors in historical
shoreline locations lack a quantitative treatment.
In many instances. a "best guess" estimate is made;
other errors are ignored altogether. Frequently
ignored sources of error commonly represent
ground distances of 10 m at photo scale.

This paper provides a conceptual and analytical
framework based on standard cartographic and
photogrammetric techniques for improved met h-

ods of extracting geographic data from maps and
aerial phot ographs. These met hods provide a
means to reduce errors, and quantify the remain
ing error so that realistic assessments ofthe shore
line position data can be made. The design and
implementation of a new shoreline mapping sys
tem that uses these methods is described in a
companion paper (THIELEH and DANFORTH, 1994,
this volume).

Historical shoreline change studies are funda
mentally limited by the accuracy of the tech
niques and materials used to acquire geographic
shoreline posit ion data. The magnitude of poten
tial errors in shoreline mapping depends upon the
fidelity, accuracy, scale and temporal distribution
of the map, photo and ground control data used,
as well as the accuracy of the equipment and the
human operator used to make measurements. The
degree to which techniques are applied to reduce
these errors also affects the accuracy of shoreline
positions and rate-of-change calculations. As long
as historical maps and aerial photographs are used
in shoreline change studies. there will he a con
siderable amount of technological error (as op
posed to geologic or oceanographic error). on the
order of several meters. present in shoreline po
sition and rate-of-change calculations.
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